
 Introduction

This book develops from the idea that migration and translation are deeply 
connected, that a person who dislocates  –  whatever the reason behind her 
movement –  enters a complex process of translation. Her very movement is a 
translation between places, from which follow translations between languages, 
cultures, lifestyles, habits, traditions, thoughts. The many and different transla-
tion processes the migrant goes through may be so ubiquitous that we can say 
they affect both her identifications and her identity, they become her condition. 
She is translated and she translates herself. She lives in translation.

In this age of globalization, characterized by an exponential growth of mobility 
of all kinds –  goods, labour, information, techniques, people –  translation has 
become a powerful metaphor to describe all the movements, transactions, and 
negotiations that take place across and beyond borders. In our present soci-
eties which can be defined as transnational, multicultural, plurilingual, mixed, 
hybrid, marked by diaspora, migration, and displacement, translation appears 
as a fitting analytical tool to both describe and understand what happens when 
encounters between differences create new texts, reconfigure identities, gen-
erate inventive interconnections and relations, and provoke change. Translation 
appears as the filter through which the encounter between differences is a process 
that leads to some kind of transformation. Likewise, translation also emerges as 
an important epistemological device to identify and analyse the power divides, 
the incommensurabilities, the marginalizations, and the conflicts that the same 
encounters generate. Translation is the concept through which the encounter 
with otherness finds its best expression.

Together with an increased interest in translation as an analytical tool to 
observe and analyse these encounters, translation can also be considered as the 
very mechanism that moves the same encounters, and thus as a constitutive factor 
in cultural formation, and yet of culture itself (Gentzler 2008). Accordingly, 
translation is indicated as the specific process through which cultures change and 
transform, engendering innovation and hybridization, but also domination and 
assimilation. From such a perspective diasporic communities, border cultures, 
and transcultural cities are expressions and results of translation, but again, trans-
lation is also the mechanism that turns difference into sameness, excluding and 
suppressing alterity. Complex translation processes take place in these spaces, 
manifesting conflicting and contradicting forces.
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Here, I am particularly interested in investigating how translation intended in 
this way occurs as a condition in which the individual lives, shaping, and being 
shaped by it, and identifying with transition and uncertainty.

It has become almost commonplace to refer to Salman Rushdie’s statement 
about himself  –  a postcolonial citizen of diaspora and plurilingualism  –  as a 
“translated man” (1991), and scholars often speak about immigrant literature in 
terms of narratives about “subjects in translation”. But what does it really mean 
when we declare that people are living in translation, that they are translating 
themselves and are translated by others, as others? Who is this subject in trans-
lation? Who are the many translational identities, the “polyidentities” (Cronin, 
2006) with multiple affiliations, plural loyalties and belongings, moving in and 
among cultural complexities, and how does this condition affect their lives? How 
do their lives shape and change the societies they live in? And what does it really 
mean to say that a person is living in translation?

One aim with this book is to seek a conceptual framework through which to 
be able to respond to some of these questions.

Migration is one of the most permeating features of our time, we live in the 
Age of Migration, as Castles and Miller say (1993 [2009]) and since people today 
relocate to greater distances more frequently than ever before in human history, 
we are all, in some way migrants –  or at least affected by the phenomenon in 
some way. “There can be few people in either industrialized or less developed 
countries today who do not have personal experience of migration and its effects; 
this universal experience has become the hallmark of the age of migration” (1993 
[2009], 5).

Migration is probably the most ordinary state for people in our globalized 
world, but it is still, and nevertheless, haunted by contrasting forces and 
interests: between, on the one hand, traditional nation- state ideologies of unity, 
homogeneity, and fixed borders that exclude and include and, on the other hand, 
the reality of plural, heterogeneous, and transnational localities. In both cases 
migration represents one of the most significant translation spaces we can think 
of today, and the migrant is thus the figure that best represents the translational 
nature of our societies characterized by displacement, border- crossing, and the 
disruption of monolingualism and monoculture. The migrant lives in a condition 
of translation –  she is translated and she translates herself, across geographical, 
linguistic, as well as cultural and mental borders, interacting with differences, 
negotiating between the known and the unknown, creating connections as well 
as separations. The migrant experiences hostility as well as hospitality, rejection 
as well as assimilation, loss as well as gain, and engages in variegated processes of 
negotiation and interaction with the most various outcomes: interpenetration, 
uncertainty, misunderstanding, hybridization, and incommensurability.

Traditionally, both migration and translation are affected by similar cul-
tural categorizations, which tend to put them both in derivative and secondary 
positions. A regime based on the idea of nation- state with a population that lives 
its whole life within the same boundaries, sharing language, culture, traditions, 
and therefore history, is a regime of stasis (Nail 2015) where the migrant’s 
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movement is a transgression. Correspondingly, in a regime of monolingualism, 
which presupposes unity of state, language, and literature, the translation’s 
movement across languages and cultures, necessarily breaks this unity and is, if 
not a transgression, derivative and subordinate. The constitutive movement of 
both the migrant and the translation from this perspective produce respectively 
failed citizens and failed originals as they are caught in a dualistic opposition 
between two fixed and closed units, from which they are both excluded as they 
do not belong to either of the two units. The unity of language, religion, and 
social order is threatened by mobility. Breaking up the identity between the indi-
vidual as citizen, between nativity and nationality, the migrant throws into crisis 
the original fiction of sovereignty, as Agamben (1998) puts it, thus representing a 
disquieting element. The migrant from this point of view is therefore the one who 
lacks the fixity of social membership, she belongs to the category of homo sacer, 
stripped of all rights, depoliticized, occupying an ambivalent position in that she 
is the political figure that is unrepresented but still exists socially as unrepresented 
in the system.

Although scholars today insist on the transforming power of both migra-
tion and translation on geographical, cultural, and linguistic spaces, on the cap-
acity of translation and migration to create new and innovative topographies 
of transnational translational societies, and on the migrants’ capacity to create 
transnational allegiances and loyalties, the migrant continues to face situations 
of division, exclusion, racism, and exploitation, that rather assume the nature 
of forced, negated, silenced, and refused translation. It is in this highly com-
plex climate of deep contradictions that the reality of migration takes place, and 
although one might prefer to highlight the positive impact of both migration and 
translation on societies, on cultures, on people, we cannot permit ourselves to 
not consider the powerful antagonist forces that work in the opposite destructive 
direction.

Migrants in translation thus represent the profound, complex, and contra-
dictory forces at play between proximity, interrelation, and connection among 
alterities on the one hand, and the intensification of the hostility, distancing, and 
marginalization of the stranger who is considered as threatening on the other:

As the stranger is no longer at the margins of social existence, the relation-
ship to alterity has become embedded in the norms of everyday practices. 
Strangers are both more manifest, and knowledge of them has become more 
active and reflexive. This implies that a greater proximity has not necessarily 
entailed increasing indifference and distanciation, but rather has produced 
an ambivalent incorporation, or the abject elimination of the stranger from 
the social.

(Papastergiadis 2000, 68)

My point of departure is two dramatically different realities of lives in transla-
tion that meet at a crossroads, both rooted in my personal experience. The first 
is my own situation, shared with so many other people in this global world, of 
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a person who has freely decided to move and settle in another country and who 
thus lives in translation between and across places, homes, languages, belong-
ings, and allegiances. The other situation is that of the migrants who without 
any freedom are forced to migrate, escaping from persecution, war, and famine, 
seeking refuge and hospitality in other countries, having to translate themselves, 
or being blocked in their translation, as they are refused at the border. Movement 
across borders is the feature that characterizes most powerfully these two trans-
lation conditions, but the freedom to move  –  one of globalization’s pivotal 
features –  is unequally distributed and, as Zygmunt Bauman argues, “the main 
stratifying factor” of our times. Mobility as a “free choice for some descends as 
cruel fate upon others” (Bauman 1998, 70).

It is in the nexus between these very opposite conditions of mobility –  and 
thus of translation –  that I want to explore how translation can be experienced 
by people who are migrating. I  thus focus more on translation as it occurs in 
connection with people’s movement, and less on all the translation processes that 
take place in globalized societies, multilingual and transcultural cities through 
interaction, incorporation, and convergence (Simon 2012).

Born and educated in Norway, and living and working in Italy since I was 
twenty years old, as an “accidental immigrant” (Kelley 2013), I  live in what 
I consider a condition of constant translation, between languages, cultures, and 
lives, which are both distinct and related. It is a translation condition that starts 
with my moving to and settling in a foreign country, which deeply influences 
not only all my thinking on translation, but I would say my thinking in general, 
my personality, my emotions, my thoughts, and my behaviour. Living in this 
translation has become my condition, or rather I have become that translation 
condition. It means that I feel that I exist on the edges or margins, almost bal-
ancing between differences and alterities, I negotiate between words, lifestyles, 
conventions, eating habits, and norms, creating and experiencing a very personal 
space of interaction. But I am also conscious of overlaps, where the boundaries 
between here and there are blurred and confused. Being in translation means that 
I connect what I have left behind and what I have achieved, creating new and 
plural belongings, and instead of substituting one reality with another, I relate 
them and move between them, creating reconfigurations. I  am not switching 
between given national identities, but rather I negotiate between heterogeneous 
localities. In this ongoing translation process, however, I also experience being 
at the threshold between what I  sometimes perceive as two incommensurable 
worlds that I  am unable to connect, between which I  feel there is a gap, and 
with sides that require I make a choice, a choice which implies loss, since the one 
excludes the other. Sometimes I feel completely split. At other times again trans-
lation is impossible because I feel a distance between me and what I am supposed 
to relate to, so there cannot be but silence.

This mix of contradictory experiences shapes my life, and my translation con-
dition has represented a turning point in my life, it has signed a before and an 
after. By entering the translation condition I have entered an ambivalent space 
with few certainties, plural and heterogeneous allegiances marked by transitions, 
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fragmentations, negotiations, and fluidity. This condition is, according to my 
experience, deeply identity- shaping:  living in translation is a condition that 
questions all certain belongings, all defined identities, and disrupts the idea of 
cultures as natural unities of exclusive belonging. This very personal experience 
has become a sort of vision, if not conviction: this is what translation is to me and 
it influences deeply how I approach the phenomenon, how I study it.

Since I know that my translation condition is so common, since I know that 
I share similar translation experiences with so many people who have dislocated 
and live in more and more transnational, cosmopolitan, and diasporic soci-
eties, I think it is worth exploring what it means to be a person who is living in 
translation.

In complete contrast to my own translation condition, on the opposite side of 
what we can consider as a continuum of the migrant’s different conditions of being 
in translation, I consider the people who are forced to migrate to escape impos-
sible living conditions and seek refuge elsewhere. I am thinking of the migrants 
who flee from the southern and eastern parts of the world towards Europe –  that 
same Europe in which I experience my privileged translation condition –  where 
they are met with closed borders, wire fences and walls, and increasingly hostile 
immigration policies that are creating obstacles to their migration, making border 
crossings both illegal and dangerous, putting those who arrive in a condition of 
illegality, without documents, without rights. Living in Italy –  one of the coun-
tries that in the last 30  years has experienced, most intensely, immigration to 
Europe, and at the same time the country that during the last years has been prac-
ticing one of the most hostile and anti- immigrant policies in Europe –  I feel the 
responsibility and the urgency to engage in what is going on. Italy, and Europe in 
general, through the organ of the European Union is practicing a policy of exclu-
sion and criminalization of the migrant, tightening its external borders, depicting 
the immigration phenomenon as a dangerous threat, as an enemy invasion. The 
politics of migration which dominates today produces deported, expelled, clan-
destine, and undocumented people, “the new wretched of the world” (Mbembe 
2017), and is a politics that in the end both refuses and negates translation. Since 
I am convinced that migration policies in the end are translation policies, I con-
sider it necessary to engage, to try to understand, to uncover the political and 
ideological implications, to resist, and to respond.

This book is thus also motivated by a sense of urgency to be involved in the 
question of migration, one of the most important and most debated humanitarian 
issues of our time, disclosing deep contradictions and inequalities and involving 
antagonist discourses and ideologies. What are the conditions of translation that 
these hunted migrants experience? And what are the consequences for a thinking 
and a practice of translation when migrants are increasingly met with more hos-
tility, which in turn leads to the negation of translation?

These opposite translation conditions represent very different translation 
perspectives, in contrast and contradiction with each other, and are each able to 
shape the translation conditions of the people involved. Again on the continuum 
that I am imagining, with my own privileged migration at one extreme and the 
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migrant rejected at Europe’s external borders at the other, we see transnational 
perspectives of people experiencing heterogeneous and plural identities in con-
trast to essentialist binary perspectives based upon the nation- state’s principle of 
exclusion and inclusion of fixed identities. These opposite forces haunt the trans-
lation processes that take place in migration.

Without neglecting the fact that both forces are present in the translation 
situations that the migrant traverses, and that one dominates over the other on 
many occasions, the perspective I am arguing for in this work is that of ambiva-
lence, of a tension between opposite forces where there is no winning part. 
And maintaining the same ambivalence avoids simplifying either/ or solutions, 
considering the migrant’s translation as inevitably complex. In the following we 
shall see that ambivalence becomes a central epistemological concept, somewhat 
representing the necessary tension that characterizes the translation conditions 
I am discussing here.

My own translation condition

For a long time after moving to Italy, I knew that people understood I was a 
foreigner long before I opened my mouth and they could hear my accent. They 
looked at me with a kind of curiosity, with a gaze that communicated that they 
knew I was not one of them, that I was different, and that my difference was not 
gender- neutral. It was not a gaze of hostility, on the contrary, but it nonetheless 
communicated an identification of my foreignness. I started to wonder whether 
I actually wasn’t another through that gaze, another woman, since I perceived 
that my foreignness was clearly gendered, whether I wasn’t another through the 
new language I was using, whether the I  speaking in Italian wasn’t saying the 
same things that the I in Norwegian would say.

After a long time, probably years, I  suddenly realized that the gaze had 
disappeared, I was not looked at as a foreigner any longer. What had happened? 
I was still me, I thought, but something had changed in me, something that was 
visible, but that I could not see; I didn’t know what it was, and nobody could 
tell me why I had looked like a foreigner before and suddenly no longer did. 
Without knowing it I had translated into someone who was no longer perceived 
as a stranger, a foreigner, a foreign woman. But I had not assimilated, since I was 
not one of “them”; I didn’t feel I was like them, and I would never define myself 
as “Italian,” not even today, not even after having had Italian citizenship for 
more than 20 years, having lived in this country longer than in Norway, having 
created my own family here, having a son who feels more at home in Italy than 
in Norway. I also feel at home, I don’t feel as if I’m a foreigner, but still I’m not 
“Italian”, and I think my condition will always be related to that of a guest, or 
of a transmigrant. I belong and I don’t belong, my position is ambivalent since 
I cannot choose, and I don’t want to choose –  also because I don’t really know 
what I should be supposed to chose between. The differences I live among and 
in, and translate between, or rather within, are seldom clearly separate, since I, 
with my presence, am confusing the borders, moving them, and changing them. 
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The borders nonetheless continue to be there, not as fixed lines of delimitation 
and separation, but rather as heterogeneous filters through which the differences 
I live among and encounter in me, through me, crossing and transforming my 
places, my localities, my identities, me.

What happened when people suddenly stopped looking at me as a foreigner? 
I think it had to do with my gaze –  I had changed my way of looking at people. 
And I think it had to do with how I use my body, how I walk, how much distance 
I create between me and the people around me. And I think it also had to do with 
a translation into different gendered position, which meant, I believe, a different 
way of looking at men and women. Evidently I had gone through a translation 
process that went far beyond verbal language, and primarily unconscious. Being 
immersed in a space where people not only spoke another language, but moved, 
looked, and related to one another differently, made me translate myself in a 
much more complex way than I had imagined. I was translating my body lan-
guage, my movements in space and among people, my approach to people, my 
looking at them, my looking at men and women, and my being looked at. I had 
translated myself, or maybe I  had let my surroundings translate me. But that 
translation was not a result, or a conclusion, since it is still going on, and since it 
did not mean I left behind, or I forgot where I come from, linguistically, as well as 
physically, or psychologically. Translation had become my condition, my identity, 
or rather, my identities.

Getting rid of the gaze of foreignness gave me a sense of freedom. I was like 
other people, which meant I could be anonymous, I could be myself, and not 
the foreigner that people were seeing, reminding me about my foreignness, of 
my being other. I had continued to be a foreigner as long as I was perceived as 
such, since people’s gaze created me as a foreigner. Probably, without knowing 
it, I resisted the translation that was made of me, and I made immense efforts to 
“de- translate” me from that translation, and rather translate myself into a “non 
foreign” identity that I was creating, but was unable to define. It was so important 
to me to get rid of the sense of otherness, of being translated into a role that was 
not mine, but it did not have to do with a desire to become “Italian”. I  did 
not want to be translated, nor translate myself into something that was other to 
myself, and yet I did not want to appear as other. For the same reason I worked 
very hard with my language –  it became extremely important for me to get rid of 
the foreign accent. Again I wanted the freedom of not being put into a category 
of foreignness as soon as I opened my mouth. And I succeeded. The success was 
that people did not ask me where I came from any longer, and thus, in a way, 
I had ceased to be other. But, not being other does not mean being same. It 
means being in translation.

The only foreignness I never get rid of is my name. Everybody in Italy who 
hears my name understands I am not Italian, and if they don’t know me, or don’t 
see me, they even think I am a man. My name, Siri, cannot but be a man’s name 
as it doesn’t end with an “a” as in all Italian female names. I don’t know how 
many letters I have received from people using male appellatives. Names are actu-
ally particularly interesting from a translational point of view, since they probably 
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are the linguistic signs which most strongly resist translation, being so intimately 
connected to a person and that person’s belonging to a certain culture, certain lan-
guage. Since names also can be thought of as designations of an identity, of an I, 
their translation might sometimes be complicated, yet even traumatic. When Ewa 
Hoffman emigrated with her family from Poland to Canada as a 13- year- old girl, 
at school her name was translated into Eva, while her sister Alina became Elaine, 
small shifts that Ewa- Eva defines as a “seismic mental shift” (1989, 105), and 
which are identification tags, disembodied signs pointing to objects that happen 
to be my sister and myself. We walk to our seats, into a roomful of unknown faces, 
with names that make us strangers to ourselves (1989, 105).

Similarly, the writer Lahiri, whose book I analyse in the last chapter, grew up 
being called Jhumpa, her nickname, since people in the US were unable to pro-
nounce the name her Bengali parents had given her, Nilanjana Sudeshna.

As a condition, the translation process I experience is never- ending, it never 
comes to a conclusion, and always poses new questions and dilemmas. The 
issues have perhaps become more subtle, regarding assumptions, beliefs, and 
habits shared by the community into which I have moved. I understand Eva 
Hoffman so well when she writes about the need to translate herself in order 
to avoid remaining “in arid internal exile for the rest of my life”, and the diffi-
culty of knowing how to “bend toward another culture without falling over” 
(Hoffman 1989, 209). Eva’s American friends “share so many assumptions 
that are quite invisible to them, precisely because they ‘re shared” (Hoffman 
1989, 210).

These are assumptions about the most fundamental human transactions, 
subcutaneous beliefs, which lie just below the stratum of political opinion 
or overt ideology: about how much “space”, physical or psychological, we 
need to give each other, about how much “control” is desirable, about what 
is private and what is public, about how much interest in another person’s 
affairs is sympathy and how much interference, about what’s a pretty face or 
a handsome body, about what we’re allowed to poke fun at and what we have 
to revere, about how much we need to hide in order to reveal ourselves. To 
remain outside such common agreements is to remain outside reality itself 
and if I’m not to risk a mild cultural schizophrenia, I have to make a shift 
in the innermost ways. I have to translate myself. But if I’m to achieve this 
without becoming assimilated –  that is, absorbed –  by my new world, the 
translation has to be careful, the turns of the psyche unforced.

(Hoffman 1989, 210– 211)

I live in this uncertain position of translation in which I  balance between 
the need to be part, not being foreign, not remaining “outside reality itself”, 
avoiding at the same time being assimilated, which would mean losing myself, 
being absorbed. In this tension between belonging and not belonging I  will 
never stop being in translation, since it has become me, it has become my condi-
tion of living, my way of thinking, my way of being in the world.
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The translation condition I am speaking of is thus a condition with deep psy-
chological as well as social repercussions; it is a condition that shapes people’s 
lives and identities.

Along the continuum where my own translation experience is at one extreme 
and the “illegal” migrant blocked at the borders is at the other, there are 
innumerous translation experiences, each different, and even opposite from the 
other, and each experienced by the individual in her very personal manner.

Madhu H. Kaza’s story, for instance, of immigrating to the US from India, is 
mainly concerned with loss, illegitimacy, and insecurity, and the “silence between 
languages” within her. Her context is postcolonial, with much deeper political 
underpinnings than my translation situation, and it is marked by domination, 
unequal conditions, and racism.

At some point I began to understand that my discomfort with translation 
was connected to the trauma of immigration. Something went quiet in me 
when I was brought to the U.S. from India as a child. Although I assimilated 
and lost my accent, a vital part of me got stopped at the border. My inner 
life remained untranslated, its contours beyond what the receiving culture 
wanted to or could comprehend. As an immigrant child I  felt an aura of 
illegitimacy about my claim to be an American. At times I lived with radical 
insecurity. As an adult, when I  translated from Telugu, my first language 
(which I’d learned in college), I experienced a repetition of the loss I’d felt 
as a child. I not only worried about my own distance from the language but 
also wondered how the text I was translating would be received in the U.S., 
whether and on what terms it would belong. Translators often speak about 
the impossibility of their work, the untranslatability of particular words and 
texts from one language to another. What does it mean to be a translated self, 
I wondered? What does it mean to live with this untranslatability, this silence 
between languages within you?

(Kaza 2017, 13)

Kaza is speaking of her inner life that remains untranslated, of not feeling legit-
imate as an American, of trauma and loss, of difficult belongings. These are very 
real experiences of migration, of a worrying translation between conflicting and 
incompatible worlds where one risks being silenced by the other, where untrans-
latability paradoxically becomes the condition of translation.

Kaza writes that “some of us experience translation all the time, in our bodies, 
names, homes, movements and daily lives even if we are not translating from 
one text to another” (2017, 15). Although my own displacement is completely 
different from Kaza’s, not involving questions of immigration in a postcolonial 
power divide, not being experienced as trauma, not being imposed on me, 
I  nevertheless understand and share her feeling of being in translation all the 
time, and her sense of otherness, alterity, estrangement, and distance.

Living in translation is a very complex condition with many and contradicting 
patterns. It is a condition that can enable innovative and liberating reconfigurations 
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of one’s identity and belongings, but it can also convey categorizations and even 
exclusion of identities according to racialized and essentialist models. Again, 
I  believe the migrant in translation is drawn in opposite and contradictory 
directions, not always able to choose one or the other, and more often haunted 
by a dilemma between desired positions and positions that are somewhat imposed 
by strong cultural models such as that of the nation- state and its fixed binary 
divisions. It is not so that the two extreme migration positions on the continuum 
necessarily correspond to one translation model only:  they are all haunted by 
conflicting models, they are permanently in a tension of ambivalence.

Can I, with my privileged migration experience, relate to Kaza’s experience? 
Am I authorized to connect my translation experience to that of people who are 
deprived of the freedom I have to move, to cross borders, to be welcomed, to 
establish multiple belongings and ties beyond boundaries?

For a long time I have been questioning whether my own migration history was 
significant enough, whether my freely chosen condition and somewhat unprob-
lematic story of displacement could be relevant to illustrate and reflect what is at 
stake when one lives in translation, across and beyond borders, places, languages, 
and cultures. Since I have not been forced to move, since I have never needed 
to ask for hospitality, since I have never been stopped at checkpoints or been 
interned in camps, how can I then be authorized to speak about migration and 
the condition of being in translation? My displacement is rather an example of the 
global world’s increased mobility within and among rich countries, facilitated by 
easy, fast technologies of transport and communication, transnational agreements 
of exchange and common regulations. During my about 30 years of displacement 
I have witnessed an exponential simplification of movement possibilities, espe-
cially inside Europe, but also globally, from the elimination of border controls 
within the EU to the low- cost flights that permit cheap and frequent travels, from 
the EU agreements of a shared educational system to the digital technology that 
makes it possible to be present, although not physically, in more places at a time. 
My life in translation, my transnational, cosmopolitan life gives me the oppor-
tunity to explore and create multiple belongings and create new and innovative 
connections that transcend national borders.

With all these facilitations, how can I think that my translation condition is 
comparable to that of people who, instead, experience “real” migration problems? 
How can I pretend that my sense of estrangement from and sense of disjunction 
with places and languages, my sense of loss and limitation can have anything 
to do with that of “real” migrants? How can I  imagine that my questions on 
where I belong and whether I really belong to any place can have anything to do 
with people who have lost their homes and are uncertain where their lives are to 
unfold? How can I believe my border crossings, or missed crossings, are in any 
way connected to the border crossings, or blocked crossings of people who are 
escaping? How can I relate my translational migration taking place in a context 
of a certain equality to the profound inequalities that shape that of the migrant 
escaping poverty?
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And how can these overwhelmingly different realities of movement have any-
thing in common with the practice and process of translation?

Still with the disturbing feeling that my own translation condition is not sig-
nificant enough, in that it cannot compare with the traumas and discriminations 
that other people go through when they migrate, I nevertheless sense that the 
migrant condition –  mine as well as that of the migrant who is forced to flee –  
share some fundamental experiences that have to do with otherness, of being 
other, of encountering alterity, and that they somewhat can be understood 
through the filter of translation, and that translation represents the common fea-
ture through which their condition can be explored and described. And, migra-
tion and translation are in turn intimately related. Despite political, material, and 
ideological circumstances, the experience of migration as well as that of transla-
tion are ambiguously drawn in opposite and contradictory directions.

I think there are certain questions and dilemmas that are common to all 
people who live in translation, despite the radical and contradictory differences in 
their concrete experiences. I am therefore trying to discern something very basic, 
some questions or traits that represent the very fundamental questions of what is 
at stake when a person moves, is displaced, migrates, and thus enters a condition 
of being in translation. I am trying to put together very distant and even contra-
dictory migration conditions, because I am looking for features that are present 
despite and beyond the single material circumstances. I am searching for the basic 
and fundamental questions that I  believe condition and affect the translation 
processes that take place when people experience migration.

To do this I draw on progressively more transdisciplinary approaches in trans-
lation studies which give me a broad perspective on what translation is and who 
and what it concerns. It is with such a background I go further, to disciplines 
and works which do not necessarily focus on translation, since –  to find those 
basic questions that I consider as fundamental for a thinking on translation and 
migration –  I sometimes need to go beyond texts and authors that explicitly face 
translation. I go to philosophical works from authors such as Balibar, Bauman, 
Derrida, Di Cesare, or Nail, as well as to anthropology and works of Agier and 
Giordano, and to other fields as well. As Gentzler states in the introduction 
to his work, Translation and Rewriting in the Age of Post- Translation Studies, 
“the discourse on translation from the outside field can help scholars better 
analyze the translational phenomena considered from within” (2017, 2). The 
concept of “post- translation studies” that I coined and presented in the inaug-
ural issue of the new journal, translation. an interdisciplinary journal, together 
with Stefano Arduini, was envisioning exactly this, to go beyond the borders 
of a discipline, “where translation is viewed as fundamentally transdisciplinary, 
mobile, and open ended” (2011, 8). Introducing “post” was both recognition 
of a fact, and a conviction:  “new and enriching thinking on translation must 
take place outside the traditional discipline of translation studies” (2011, 9). And 
defining it as transdisciplinary instead of the more commonly used interdiscip-
linary, underscores that the encounter between different disciplinary fields and 
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approaches does not simply put them in contact, but creates interconnections 
which lead to new and unforeseen ways of thinking. I am following that path, 
both in the transdisciplinary framework that I am developing in the first chapter, 
which in turn represents the background on which I analyse various translation 
phenomena later on in the book. And in regards to the particular phenomena 
that I  analyse, my concern is to highlight the specific translation features that 
I see in them, going thus beyond the limits of translation as it occurs between 
languages in written texts. From a semiotic point of view –  the discipline in which 
I have my background –  translation can take place in any transference of sense in 
and among semiotic systems, which means that there are few a priori definitions 
of what translation is and is not, since it may emerge as such in processes of sig-
nification and interpretation that were not presented as translation, and even 
were not meant to be. In this sense I argue that studying translation in part also 
can include a construction of the phenomenon as research object, since it cannot 
correspond to a fixed definition, and since it can be revealed in unexpected forms 
and fashions.

The book

The three issues I believe represent the basic questions I am searching to identify 
and develop are 1) the figure of the migrant, 2) the question of hospitality, and 
3) the existence of borders. These are, I argue, fundamental questions that deter-
mine and shape any translation condition experienced by the migrant. Through 
these three elements I am trying to create a sort of basic epistemological frame-
work through which the many and different translation conditions that the 
migrant goes through can be analysed. Let me add that behind the focus I take 
on these three questions there is an ambition of letting them say something more 
in general about what translation is, and which are its nuclear dilemmas.

I argue that all kinds of migration, from my own privileged and free choice of 
moving to and living outside my native country, to the condition of the migrant 
who is forced to be displaced and without the freedom to chose where to go and 
how to live, share some fundamental interrogatives that specifically have to do 
with translation. I believe all migrants experience the estranging feeling of being 
other, of being a stranger who does not belong, but belongs all the same, as she 
is someone who “comes today and stays tomorrow”, as Georg Simmel defined 
the stranger in his famous 1908 essay, The Stranger. The migrant experiences 
the condition of ambivalence between hospitality and hostility, and epitomizes 
with her presence the double bind of being welcomed as a guest and at the same 
time being considered as a threatening enemy; again she expresses the tension 
between belonging and not belonging. Inquiring hospitality should help under-
stand why translation is such a challenging and at the same time difficult process 
without solution. The border is the filter of exclusion and also of inclusion that 
the migrant cannot avoid encountering, or rather she achieves her migrant iden-
tity precisely through her encounter with the border: she crosses it, she lives in 
its border zones, she stays at the border incarnating its ambivalence between 
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exclusion and inclusion, division and relation, where the boundaries between 
here and there at the same time are blurred. Her translation condition is deeply 
shaped by the border; the border becomes somehow her translation condition.

Movement is another feature that is shaping these three features: the migrant is 
a migrant precisely by her motion, hospitality is practiced towards who is arriving, 
coming from elsewhere, and borders are encountered by people who try to move 
across them. My insisting on movement is influenced by Thomas Nail’s book 
The Figure of the Migrant (2015), in that it seeks to create a new framework for 
how to conceive the migrant avoiding her to be stigmatized as a “failed citizen”. 
Nail, as well as Donatella Di Cesare, in her book Stranieri residenti. Una filosofia 
della migrazione (Resident foreigners. A  philosophy of migration) (2017) are 
proposing new epistemological concepts for a rethinking, or rather a thinking 
of migration, since such a framework has been missing. Drawing on their work, 
and being stimulated by Di Cesare’s effort to create a new jus migrandi, I am 
trying to develop a framework for a thinking of how migrants live in a condition 
of translation.

The discussion of the three issues that want to represent a first step towards 
such a framework, embody the three first and main chapters of this book.

In the first place I look at the figure of the migrant who epitomizes, we could 
say, the ideas of the other, characterized by movement, appearing as a stranger, 
an absolute outsider, a transmigrant. From the powerful and in many ways still 
predominating perspective of the nation- state which is based on a principle of 
inclusion– exclusion, and on membership recognized only to the legitimized 
citizen, the foreigner is a failed citizen, a lack, and therefore an exception that 
cannot but be rejected. The conceptions on what the encounter with the other 
means and represents are deeply influenced by the principles of the nation- state, 
and legislations are still founded on the binary opposition between citizen and 
alien. The migrant is not only considered as alien, and thus excluded; in the 
moment in which she crosses the border and seeks to be included, she is translated 
according to the same categories of exclusion– inclusion, thus translated again 
into the category of otherness. The “victimization” of the migrant is one of these 
accepted and powerful categories.

But alternative perspectives seek to remove the migrant from her derivative, 
exceptional, and excluded position, transcending the stigmatizing division us– 
them, and reintroducing her as a figure that epitomizes a position of ambiguity, 
heterogeneity, plurality, an active subject in translation. The disorienting figure 
of the stranger, by definition unclassifiable, close, and remote, is, as Bauman 
argues, beyond the illusion of symmetry, beyond classification, as she refuses to 
“split neatly into ‘us’ and ‘them’, friend and foes” (Bauman 1991, 65). Through 
the figure of the stranger, the migrant finally emerges as a figure without certain 
belongings, thus embodying uncertainty and ambivalence, both transcending 
and maintaining difference. But her position is precarious, and is therefore fre-
quently relegated to a position of the “absolute outsider”, without the dialectic 
and ambivalent tension, without resolution. This is the case of today’s dom-
inant political discourse, which is creating impassible divisions between us and 
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them, the legal and the illegal, the citizen and the alien, where the only possible 
option for the migrant is that of exclusion; this is the case of EU’s immigration 
policy, which is to seal its borders against “invasion”, thus eliminating any pos-
sibility of translational encounters and exchanges. Also in Bauman’s universe, 
the ambivalent stranger risks being reduced to “human waste” of exclusion and 
rejection.

Through the transmigrant I present another figure that maintains the ambiva-
lent position of multiple yet contradicting belongings, and she becomes the 
incarnation of the person who lives in a condition of translation not based upon 
a binary schema of inclusion and exclusion. As the transmigrant moves among 
and across borders, creating new relations and establishing plural belongings, 
she transcends these binary categories and therefore appears as threatening and 
disquieting, from the inside, as it were. This is why she so often meets resistance 
and attempts to translate her into known and established categories.

Finally, the transmigrant appears as a figure that is ambivalent not only in her 
heterogeneous and plural allegiances, and not only in conflict with ideologies of 
binarism, but also in ambivalence between the sense of loss that on a psychoana-
lytical level complicates the very sense of belonging.

The next fundamental question is that of hospitality, the very question of 
how the encounter with the other –  with the migrant –  takes place. According 
to Derrida, translation is “an enigmatic phenomenon or experience of hospi-
tality, if not the condition of all hospitality in general” (2000, 6). If translation 
is the condition of all hospitality, we have to explore what hospitality is exactly, 
discovering that it contains a double bind –  ambivalence –  as it also implies hos-
tility. Hospitality is somewhat the test of the encounter with the other, when 
the foreigner, the migrant, arrives from elsewhere, speaking another language, 
looking different, behaving differently. She is a guest, but at the same time she is 
an enemy; her arrival is welcomed, but also resisted, as it incites the fear of loss 
of sovereignty.

Ambivalence appears to be a decisive feature of hospitality: guest and enemy 
are somewhat dependent on one other, confirming each other, and this double 
quality turns out to be decisive for the nature both of translation as well as of 
migration. Ambivalence turns out to be a solution that avoids binary separations 
between enemy and friend, stranger and native, thus conceiving migration, and 
the migrant’s translation, in a more complex and heterogeneous perspective.

There cannot be unconditional hospitality, Derrida argues. The law of hos-
pitality is that it is always conditional, always measured, restricted, limited: “We 
offer hospitality on the condition that the other follows our rules, our way of life, 
even language, our culture, our political system, and so on” (Derrida 2003, 128).

Hospitality is probably also the term that evokes most thoroughly the ethical 
question of translation, the ethics of the encounter with the other. Discussing the 
power divide between host and guest, between who is supposed to give hospi-
tality and who is supposed to ask for it, we question whether the positions may 
be mutual, and whether there is a right to hospitality. Can this right which seems 
dismissed be recovered through a responsibility of hospitality? Can we perhaps 
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conceive, as the Italian philosopher Donatella Di Cesare does (2017), a cohabit-
ation between “resident foreigners” in a society in which everyone is a foreigner 
and thus with the same right to be a resident? Conceiving everyone as a foreigner 
would also put everybody in the condition of being in translation, overcoming 
the divide which gives certain people the power to define the conditions for other 
people’s translation.

The third concept I discuss is that of border. I believe border is a fundamental 
element in the nexus of translation and migration: every encounter with other-
ness is an encounter at the border; it is the border that represents the element 
that enacts transformation, and thus translation. Both translation and migration 
take place at the edges and interstices, in those spaces where the encounters, but 
also conflicts, between differences are more intense, precisely because there is the 
presence of a border.

Borders are not only demarcation lines signing the limits of territories. They 
are present, and even more numerous in so- called postnational societies with a 
plurality of communities and localities that relate to each other across fluctuating 
boundaries, creating a multiplicity of border zones of liminal existences.

In the chapter on borders, I insist on their conflictual nature, and how they 
convey this feature to translation, also through their intrinsic dual nature. I ask 
how we can conceal duality with the necessity of going beyond binarism. Borders 
are always the result of conflict and antagonism, which is, I argue, also the nature 
of translation, since it is the place where differences meet, negotiate, and com-
pete. Power differences are measured at the border, and the results are never 
equal divisions, since another feature of the translation that goes on at the border 
is inevitably transformation. Crossing borders is always difficult, and it has to be, 
otherwise the “explosive” (Lotman 2009) effects that generate newness and trans-
formation would never take place. Moreover, borders are social constructions, 
they are put there to connect as well as to divide, and as such they are dual, 
which in turn means that they are intrinsically ambivalent, and thus uncertain. Yet 
they represent, according to Agier, the “place where uncertainty (has) found its 
most exact recognition” (2016, 23). And their constructiveness also makes them 
mobile and in transformation, thus directly involved in the translation processes 
that take place in migration, by migrants.

Borders are essential in the translation condition of the migrant since they 
represent the very moment or space, or the filter in which the encounter with the 
other takes place: the border is somewhat that manifestation of alterity that trans-
lation requires; it is where the relation to the other is tested.

The border zone is probably the place that represents most eloquently the 
condition of living in translation, yes, I would even say that the border space as 
a dynamic space of transaction is a space of translation. Without clear demarca-
tion lines, the border zone is a space of intensified interaction and negotiation 
between differences, and may therefore, on the one hand, have a creative poten-
tial for plural and heterogeneous identities to emerge, but on the other hand 
evolve into delimitated and closed spaces, like internment camps for those beings 
who are rejected as undesirables according to a politics of exclusion.
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In the final part of the chapter I  analyse the EU’s border regime, which is 
precisely a politics of exclusion, which fundamentally corresponds to a politics 
on translation.

Ambivalence

The figure of the migrant, hospitality, and border are all fundamentally ambivalent, 
which means that they convey a tension between interdependent opposites: the 
foreigner or the stranger both belongs and does not belong, hospitality contains 
the ambivalence between guest and enemy, and the border is ambivalent in its 
being both dividing and relating. The ambivalence intrinsically transcends every 
binary solution of either– or, maintaining a tension in which the parts, while 
mutually conflictual, confirm each other.

By insisting on the intrinsic ambivalence of the three concepts, I want to high-
light the tension in which translation takes place. I would go so far as to say that 
it has to take place in that tension, since a translation cannot be simplified to a 
practice that goes simply in one direction only, and if it does, it corresponds to a 
practice of dualistic exclusion and inclusion which corresponds somewhat to the 
negation of translation.

Therefore, it is not only hospitality or only hostility, it is not only smooth border 
crossing or division, not only movement or stasis, or native or alien: translation 
occurs –  and the migrant’s translation occurs –  in a tension between contrasting 
yet complementary forces. Ambivalence is, as Bauman argues, a resource guaran-
teeing polysemy and a plurality of semiotic codes and interpretive settings, thus 
excluding one truth, one answer, one translation.

Both migration studies and translation studies today present alternatives to the 
static model that has produced the dominating binary vision of self and other, 
original and translation, inclusion and exclusion.

Instead of considering each of them as uprooted subjects of unchangeable 
contexts, they look at their complex movements between and within different 
zones, across and along borders. Such perspectives see a transformation of forms 
of belonging in terms of allegiance, articulating new and plural forms of identity 
which transcend the boundaries of the nation- state. In a perspective that sees 
movement not as lack and transgression, the cultural identity of the migrant –  in 
translation –  is hence “partly formed by and in the trajective, and not as a locked 
item that precedes the very act of movement” (Papastergiadis 2000, 4). The 
experience of migration, which is an ongoing translation process, becomes part 
of the migrant’s own identity as she no longer identifies with a nation, but rather 
with localities, places, as well as with displacement and multiple belongings and 
relations. It is precisely this multiplicity that makes the migrant’s translation con-
dition ambivalent, since she lives in a tension between different and conflicting 
positions.

In such a perspective the migrant’s movement is not simply from A  to B, 
but is a transmigrant moving among and in different languages and spaces, 
developing dynamic and plural identities –  her translational movement becomes a 
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constitutive condition not only for her own plurality, but for the transformation 
of society as a whole.

At a first glance the concepts of hospitality and border may appear as 
characterized by a duality that can easily lead to binary conceptions of us– them, 
inside– outside, one excluding the other, one winning over the other. But the 
point is that such binary conclusions are a distortion of the very meaning of trans-
lation and migration, in that they identify precisely with ambivalence.

But of course, both phenomena are continuously haunted by manipulations 
of their foundational ambiguity, using them on the contrary in an antagonistic 
play between polarities. This is what we register in today’s political debates and 
migration policies, which are unable to cope with the uncertain balance of the 
ambiguity of transmigrancy, pursuing instead polarizing divisions.

When analysing different translational situations experienced by people in 
migration, we see the ambivalence expressed through this tension, but we also see 
that the pendulum often goes in one direction only. The translating conditions 
of the migrant too often show that one force dominates the other, as an effect of 
a unidirectional political discourse that sees the migrant in one perspective only. 
When hostility, division, and stasis motivate the vision of the other, the migrant 
becomes translated accordingly into fixed categories that avoid relation and inter-
action, or ambiguity, making her, or forcing her to be acceptable, intelligible. 
Such paradigms can be so powerful, and the examples are numerous in today’s 
antimigration political climate –  that the migrant is forced to translate herself into 
those same paradigms that are projected onto her. And, of course, the examples 
of situations in which translation does not occur, since the process gets blocked, 
are numerous. Migrants are deprived of any right to translate themselves, or to 
be translated, since they are stopped at the border, and excluded from any trans-
lational interaction.

The moment in which, on the contrary, space is afforded an encounter and 
exchange on the ambiguous border, we will see that translation situations take 
place and provide room for plurality and heterogeneity, even incommensurability. 
The translations that recognize their implicit ambiguity and tension acknow-
ledge the challenges of difference which may also include incomprehension, 
misunderstanding, uncertainty, and untranslatability, without however excluding 
interaction. Translation is the very space of encounters between differences and 
cannot thus be simply smooth and simple; translational encounters are at least 
dialectical.

The migrant’s translations of herself, when they are not imposed on her but 
driven by her own subjectivity, her own agency, emerge as lingering in the same 
ambivalence of the incommensurability of difference that makes her move in 
contradictory directions, experiencing both multiple as well as conflicting alliances 
and belongings, and discovering that exactly that space of blurred boundaries 
is hers.

This is the space of being in translation, of living in translation, a transitional 
and uncertain condition which for many becomes so dominating that it shapes 
and defines their entire existence. It is a life in translation.
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While I in the first part of the book attempt to create a theoretical framework 
for how to investigate and understand the migrant’s translation condition, the 
second part of the book has a completely different nature. I  look at migration 
situations through the filter of translation, and try to uncover how the three 
elements –  the migrant’s otherness, hospitality, and border –  can be experienced, 
but also represented through narrations, images, documentary films, and art-
work. And I look at translation situations, which, from a more traditional point of 
view, would not be considered as such. Each case is very different from the others 
and wants to exemplify and discuss certain features of the condition of living 
in translation, creating together a variegated and even contradictory landscape 
of how migration can be understood, described, memorialized, or politicized 
through and in translation.

I delve in particular on the translation condition of one of the first episodes of 
mass migration to Italy i.a. the many Albanians who escaped the country at the 
decline of the Communist regime in 1990. It was the beginning of a long history 
of people fleeing towards Europe by crossing the sea, of the progressive crimin-
alization of their migration, of the increasing consideration of the migrant as a 
threat, of the hostility with which they were met in Europe. The reconstructions 
of the Albanian’s emigration and their arrival in Italy –  here analysed through 
photographic and filmic documentary material, give a chance to consider how the 
migrants experience different translation processes in time and space, and how 
they are shaped by the different borders they encounter.

The last chapter is an attempt to somewhat close the circle. Starting with my 
own translational condition, I conclude by encountering many of my questions in 
the narrative of Jhumpa Lahiri, who seeks the uncertain translation condition by 
learning and writing in a foreign language. I analyse her book In altre parole (In 
other words) (2016), written in Italian, her third language, which is a personal 
experiment of self- translation into the unknown, into uncertainty. Writing herself 
into the foreign language becomes an example of how the condition of living in 
translation is forever ambivalent, and I look more closely at how this ambivalence 
has more psychological repercussions. Closing the circle in some way also means 
returning to language –  the strongest and most obvious object of translation. 
Here we see how language appears as the fundamental tool through which any 
translation– migration can take place.
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